
AUTOMATE ACCESS AND CONFIGURATION CHANGES 
BASED ON IDENTITY INTELLIGENCE AND REMEDIATE 
CYBER THREATS ACROSS YOUR ON-PREMISES SYSTEMS 
AND MULTIPLE CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS.

What is ObserveID?

ObserveID is an Identity Intelligence and Automation platform that enables organizations to analyze user behavior in real-
time, derive intelligence and automate access and system configuration changes required for mitigating security risks in 

modern cloud architectures.

Organizations today do not have an effective way of automating changes to identity, access policies, and system 
configurations across on-premises and multiple clouds. This is especially true when user access patterns deviate from 
the initial sets of access control policies. This happens due to configuration drift, stale access policies, orphaned accounts, 
and lack of visibility into user behavior.

To learn more about ObserveID’s Identity Intelligence module visit:
www.observeid.com/#Home-Identity-Intelligence

How it works?

ObserveID uses a Universal Connector for connecting to 
your on-premises IT infrastructure and to your multiple 
cloud service providers.  Once connected, ObserveID’s 
Identity Intelligence Module begins to collect identity 
and access behavior across numerous assets such as 
operating systems, databases, directories, and cloud 
service providers.  Based on this user behavior and newly 
gained intelligence, ObserveID allows you to define 
access policy and configuration automation policies, 
which enables ObserveID to make security and access 
policy changes in real-time. Access changes are logged 
and can be used for auditing and compliance purposes.

ObserveID’s Identity Automation module leverages 
Identity Intelligence and automation policies to 

significantly lower the risk of a breach, including stopping 
bad actors from accessing your applications and 
infrastructure.
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